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EDITOR'S NOTES

This issue of the Review is respectfully dedicated to Professor Rudolph H. Nottelmann who has served the Review in various capacities for the past thirty-four years. The picture of Professor Nottelmann appearing in this issue is from a portrait hanging in Condon Hall which was dedicated in 1956 on the completion of Professor Nottelmann's twenty-ninth year of teaching at the University of Washington. The Editorial Board and the staff of the Review join with Professor Richards (see page 103) in wishing "Rudy" the best in his post retirement endeavors.

The summer issue, as usual, is devoted to a survey of Washington case law. Normally all the Casenotes are written by second-year students as a requirement for Review staff membership. This year, however, two third-year students are contributors, Lloyd W. Peterson and David L. Williams.

The next issue, autumn, will be primarily concerned with an analysis of the change in Washington law evoked by the 1961 legislature. The winter issue will center on comments written by present third-year students. The high point of the Review's near future will be the spring 1962 issue, Volume 37, Number 1, which will be a symposium issue on the subject of joint tenancy. Nationally known writers in the fields of real property, banking, and tax will contribute to this issue. It is hoped that this symposium will provide a giant step forward in clarifying the problems and suggesting some solutions for the joint tenancy question.
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